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Abstract. The social media channels of the members of parliament (MPs) are
significant arenas through which communication between the public and
national leaders occurs. This is the first paper to explore how these channels
function during emergencies. We present findings from a mixed-method study
of automatic and manual content analysis of a unique dataset of all posts in
Israeli MPs’ Facebook pages during the 19th Israeli parliament. We compare the
scope of posting, engagement with posts, and the content in MPs’ Facebook
pages during “ordinary” periods and an “emergency” period, focusing on the
2014 Israel/Gaza war. Findings present MPs’ social media pages as key hubs of
information and interaction between MPs and audiences in emergencies, even
more so than during ordinary periods. MPs’ social media pages involve sig-
nificantly more posts, and engagement with posts, during emergencies, and the
content in them becomes more emotional, less personal and focused on the
emergency situation and the national leaders responding to it.
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1 Literature Review

1.1 Media in Emergencies

The media are the source of many uses and gratifications. The two main gratifications
emerging as most significant in a considerable portion of the studies are cognitive and
social. Additional gratifications found in the relevant and popular studies range from
recognition, status, and professional advancement to expression, individual and gen-
eralized reciprocation, leisure, escapism, fun, entertainment, arousal, and more [1, 2].

The media also plays a significant role in the framing of public issues. Frames can
be described as central organizing ideas or story lines [3], which hold the potential to
shape individual understanding and opinion pertaining to an issue by emphasizing
specific elements or features relating to the broader picture in a manner which promotes
a particular problem, definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment
recommendation [4].

The significance of media usage and framing may be of particular importance
during emergencies and crises; when needs are intensified and become more acute on
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one hand, and on the other hand, the scope of information generation and circulation
becomes more rapid compared to ordinary times [5, 6]. Hence, people may find it
increasingly difficult to make sense of the situation in its entirety and generate a clear
picture of the state of affairs. Uncertainty and risks may cause anxiety, stress, anger and
even depression stemming from a diminished sense of security and stability resulting
from people’s lack of information or control. Indubitably, studies demonstrate that the
perceived importance of the media, and the enhanced scope of needs, which media are
expected to fulfill significantly, increase during times of emergency [5].

1.2 Online Social Media in Emergencies

The contemporary media ecology is highly dynamic. New media channels, including
major news websites, online social media and mobile applications, have become
established means for generating and consuming content alongside the traditional mass
media.

These vicissitudes are evident in Israel, in which data for the current study were
collected. Israel has been the world leader with regards to the percentage of the pop-
ulation who uses Facebook and with regard to the average amount of time users spend
on Facebook [7]. Furthermore, Israel was ranked 15th in the World Economic Forum’s
Networked Readiness Index of 2013 [8]. Between 65%–85% of mobile phone owners
have smartphones; 54% of Israelis access the Internet through their smartphones [9].

These transformations are evident during emergencies as well. Studies on the use of
new media in emergencies point to the centrality of such channels [6, 10]. In a study of
media usage during the Israel/Gaza war (2014), it was found that mass media channels
remain dominant with respect to “top-down” information dissemination, nevertheless
when it comes to “bottom-up” requests and provision of assistance, self-expression and
keeping in touch, social and mobile tools, especially WhatsApp, are dominant [5].

Facebook played a unique role in communications during the war. On the one hand,
Facebook was used to promote collaborative initiatives, such as campaigns to partic-
ipate in funerals of soldiers who had no immediate family in the country (lone-
soldiers), visit wounded soldiers in hospitals, and/or organize and send packages to
soldiers at the front, among others. On the other hand, Facebook became a prominent
platform of violent discourse, for case in point, boycotts (for example of artists who
protested against the war), and many “unfriendings” between people who disagreed
with each other [11].

1.3 Patriotism and Rallying Around the Flag During Emergencies

An additional phenomenon that typically occurs in the mainstream media during
emergencies is its patriotic enthusiasm, and focus on national symbols and national
leaders [12]. Indeed, academic literatures that study communication patterns in wars
and significant security crises (such as the first and second Palestinian uprisings) in the
Israeli context [13–16] demonstrate a consistent pattern in which the mainstream media
changes from a critical tone to a tone which emphasizes the in-groups at the extent of
the out-groups and visually places more focus on national symbols and leaders,
compared to ordinary times. The enhanced and more positive exposure of the public to
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its leaders in emergency times is typically followed by an increase of public trust in its
leaders (i.e. the “rallying around the flag” effect [17]).

Note that the enhanced and positive coverage of the leaders tends to dissolve
following a period of time. If the war lasts for an extended period of time, then typically
voices that are critical of the causes of fighting, strategies and length of fight, emerge.
Whilst this phenomenon occurred prior to the rise of new media, some argue [18] that
this increases due to the sheer quantity of contemporary media channels, their avail-
ability to the public, and the rising ability of publics to participate in conversations
about the fighting (for case in point, through online forums and user comments, and
contemporarily social media platforms such as Facebook and WhatsApp).

1.4 Contact Between Politicians and Audiences Through Social Media

As social media takes a more prominent place in the media environment in general and
during emergencies in particular, it is conceivable that contact between MPs and the
public during emergencies may shift more and more on social media as well.

Many regard the Internet in general and social media specifically as useful tools for
assisting parliamentarians to maintain a continuing dialogue with their constituents and
the general public [19, 20]. Whereas in the past, MPs relied on the mainstream media
for coverage and exposure, contemporarily they can use their social media pages to
interact with audiences directly, cutting out traditional intermediaries (such as parties)
and the mass media [21]. Indeed over the past few years, it has become evident that
presence in key social media arena’s such as Facebook, becomes mandatory for
politicians. In this current study, we found that 106 out of 120 MPs from the Israeli
parliament maintain a Facebook page, sometimes with extensive activity.

MPs’ social media channels have thus become central information and conversation
media tools for various agents, including MPs themselves, journalists, as well as the
general public. While studies demonstrate that this assertion may hold during ordinary
times, it can arguably hold in emergencies as well. Nevertheless, the literature about
new and social media usage in emergencies focus almost exclusively on how
bureaucracies make use of these channels in order to advance and implement their
policies, and how citizens use these in order to realize their needs. There are almost no
studies characterizing the public discourse in central social media arenas in emergen-
cies in general (for one exception see [22]), and in MPs’ social media channels vis-à-
vis the public in particular.

A small number of studies have looked at the content of posts by politicians which
become more popular compared to others [23]. It appears that generally, emotion acts
as a predictor of social media contents potential popularity. Studies examining the
virality of Twitter tweets suggest that emotion, whether positive or negative, affects
tweets’ virality with the most retweeted ones being tweets expressing some sentiment
or another [24, 25]. More specifically, news content was found to be more viral when it
was negative, and social content was most viral when drafted positively [26].

Since MPs’ social media channels are significant arenas through which commu-
nication between the public and national leaders takes place in ordinary times and
arguably during emergencies as well, this study makes a unique contribution to
understanding the scope and framing of public activity during times of emergency.
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1.5 The Israel/Gaza War, 2014

The Israel-Gaza War of 2014 has been the longest military operation ever waged by the
State of Israel. The immediate background to the operation was the kidnapping (on
June 11th) and murder of three Israeli teenagers by members of the Palestinian orga-
nization Hamas. The victims’ bodies were found nearly three weeks later. This period
was characterized by an increasing frequency of rockets fired from Gaza at civilian
populations in southern Israel in June 2014.

The military response quickly escalated into a full-scale military operation that
commenced on July 7th, 2014 and lasted 50 days. During this period, rocket firing was
frequently carried out towards civilian population in the communities surrounding the
Gaza strip, the Southern parts of Israel and beyond. A total of 3,600 rockets and
mortars landed in Israel, 224 of which landed in urban areas [27]. During the operation,
67 Israeli soldiers and 5 civilians were killed and some 1,620 soldiers and 837 civilians
were injured. On the Palestinian side, 2,203 Palestinians were killed, and over 11,000
Palestinians were injured.

2 Research Questions

The study investigates the interaction between citizens and MPs on Facebook, by
analyzing posts content and engagement. The following research questions focus on a
comparison between ordinary times and times of emergency, with the aim to illustrate
how direct communications between MPs and citizens are influenced by crisis and
whether they conform to previous observations on media in times of emergency.

2.1 Publication and Engagement During Emergency and Ordinary
Times

RQ1. Are there differences in the scopes of publication and user engagement with
posts in MPs’ pages during emergency and ordinary times?

H1. We expect to find an increase in post publication rate and user engagement
with politicians’ posts during times of emergency, as users may be inclined to use
MPs’ social media platforms more intensely and focus more attention on political
messages compared to ordinary times, aiming at satisfying their increasing needs
[4, 5].

2.2 Content of Posts Published During Emergency and Ordinary Times

RQ2. Are there differences between posts published by politicians during emergency
and ordinary periods in terms of discussing emergency issues?

H2. We expect that posts published during times of emergency would be signifi-
cantly more oriented towards discussions regarding the national emergency, on-
topic, and related to the current state of affairs.
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RQ3. Are there differences in the proportion of personal posts published by politicians
during times of emergency and ordinary periods?

H3. As emergency periods are characterized by a greater sense of patriotism and
emphasis of national symbols, we expect to see less personal stories in politicians’
posts during times of emergency.

2.3 Sentiment and Tone of Posts Published During Emergency
and Ordinary Times

RQ4. Are there differences in sentiment of posts published by politicians during
emergency and ordinary periods?

H4. We expect posts to be more negative and less positive during times of emer-
gency when compared to ordinary periods.

RQ5. Are there differences in the level of criticism and support expressed in posts
published by politicians during national emergency periods compared to ordinary
periods?

H5. We expect to find posts published by politicians during times of emergency to
express more support, foremost towards groups most affected by the emergency
situation. However, as extended periods of emergency may be characterized by
controversy among politicians regarding goals and operations conducted and not
conducted by the state, we also expect to find an increase in criticism as well.

2.4 Textual Differences Between Posts Published During Emergency
and Ordinary Times

RQ6. What are the prominent terms in the texts of politicians’ posts, and are there
terms that specifically dominate posts published during emergency periods?

3 Methodology

A list of all 120 members of the 19th Israeli parliament (beginning February 5th, 2013,
until December 9th, 2014) was composed based on data from the parliament’s website.
To locate the official Facebook page of each MP, Every MPs’ page in the parliament
website was scanned for a link to the MPs formal Facebook page. This was followed by
a search with Google’s search engine and finally within Facebook, entering the name of
each MP in Hebrew, Arabic, and English, Israel’s three official languages. 106 MPs’
formal Facebook pages were found and included in the study.

All 106 pages were scraped using Netvizz, a Facebook app developed by Digital
Methods Initiative labs1. We used the application to extract and archive all of the posts

1 We thank Digital Methods Initiative and the developer, Bernhard Rieder, for the use of this tool.
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published by either the pages or users during the entire 21-month period of the 19th
parliament. In total, our dataset included 441,974 posts. Netvizz automatically attaches
the following information to every post: publication date, post origin (page or a user-
anonymized), post text and various engagement measures, i.e. number of likes, com-
ments, and shares that the post received. It should be noted that during the period
examined, Facebook had not yet introduced reactions, therefore the above engagement
indices are the only ones relevant for the posts extracted for this study. As the aim of
the study is to examine the Facebook activity of all Israeli MPs throughout an entire
service of the parliament, the period of the 19th parliament was chosen for the
extraction of the data (the 20th parliament is still at service at the time of writing).

To analyze the posts, we used a combination of automatic and manual content
analyses. The automatic analysis is based on information retrieved by Netvizz, while
the manual coding was conducted on a sample of each MP’s bi-monthly, most popular
post. In order to generate the sample, we divided the entire period of analysis into
periods of two months. Then, for each of the periods, and for each MP, we sampled the
leading post/s in terms of number of likes. The decision to look at number of likes
rather than number of comments or shares was made on account of “likes” being the
preferred and most common type of user engagement with posts in the dataset,
engaging more users than other types of engagement. The most-liked post sample,
which consisted of 994 posts, included posts authored by MPs only, as the focus of this
study surrounds content posted by MPs which is most favorable by users. The sampling
method described above enabled the equal representation of each MP, throughout the
entire period examined.

Manual coding was conducted by five coders who were trained by the researchers.
Repeated training sessions were conducted for categories that achieved less than 90%
reliability, until inter-coder reliability of 90% was achieved in all categories. The
content and tone of posts were coded according to the following categories:

• Discussing emergency issues.
• Personal Story (e.g. “Joyful times: A new granddaughter was born to our family”).
• Criticism or support of a person or entity. A post could be either critical (e.g. “The

haughty government led by Netanyahu, Bennet and Lapid”), supportive (e.g. “PM
Netanyahu’s decision is a brave one”), or neutral- does not include criticism or
support or includes both equally.

• Object of criticism/support (e.g. another politician by name, a formal entity in the
parliament, citizens, publics, non-parliamentary public figures, public figures out-
side of Israel, Media organizations).

• Positive tone (e.g. “We have finally and successfully passed the legislation”).
• Negative tone (e.g. “Terrorists belong behind bars and not at the parliament”).

For the analysis of prominent terms we created two corpuses: The “ordinary”
corpus included the texts of all posts published during the ordinary period, and the
“emergency” corpus included the texts of all posts published during the emergency
period (between June 11th and August 26th, 2014). For each corpus, we used n-gram
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extraction tools to extract co-occurring words frequencies in the texts.2 The tool
implements an algorithm that extracts the number of co-occurrences of words in the
text [28]. We configured the tool to extract terms containing between two and five
words, which appear at least 50 times in the texts. For a comparison of shared and
different n-grams between the two corpuses, we used the online tool Compare Lists3

developed by the Digital Methods Initiative labs which compares two lists of keywords
for common and different words in each list.

4 Findings

4.1 Publication and Engagement During Emergency and Ordinary
Times

As Table 1 demonstrates, 16.3% of the posts in the dataset (71847 out of 441974 posts)
were published during the emergency period. This proportion is slightly larger than the
proportion of this period in the dataset (76 days out of 673 which are 11.3%), sug-
gesting that this period has been slightly more active in terms of Facebook posting. But
when looking at posts published by politicians only (excluding user-authored posts) it
appears that politicians are not more active during times of emergency. In fact, the
proportion of posts published by politicians matches exactly the proportion of the

Table 1. Posts and engagement with posts during emergency and ordinary periods

Entire period Ordinary (88.7%) Emergency (11.3%)

Posts (users and
MPs)

441974 370108 (83.7%) 71847 (16.3%)

Posts (MPs only) 38242 33892 (88.6%) 4350 (11.4%)
Likes (all posts) M = 83.85,

SD = 970.53
M = 72.26,
SD = 774.22***

M = 143.53,
SD = 1643.81***

Likes (MPs posts) M = 928.4,
SD = 3164.8

M = 748.53,
SD = 2439.48***

M = 2329.83,
SD = 6283.19***

Comments (all
posts)

M = 8.81,
SD = 95.7

M = 8.11,
SD = 82.96***

M = 12.43,
SD = 144.45***

Comments (MPs
posts)

M = 89.18,
SD = 312.79

M = 75.35,
SD = 263.1***

M = 196.94,
SD = 554.78***

Shares (all posts) M = 6.73,
SD = 193.76

M = 5.1,
SD = 76.43***

M = 15.09,
SD = 448.07***

Shares (MPs
posts)

M = 75.94,
SD = 652.3

M = 53.99,
SD = 240.55***

M = 246.94,
SD = 1804.86***

***p < .001

2 https://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/lzhang10/ngram.html. We thank the developer, Zhang Le, for the use
of the tool.

3 https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/analyse/.
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period in the dataset: 11.4% (4350 out of 38242) of politicians posts were published
during the period of the kidnapping and the military operation.

Due to these measures’ highly skewed distribution, a series of Mann-Whitney tests
were conducted to test for significant differences in engagement between the two time
periods. The tests confirmed the differences between posts published by MPs only
during emergency and ordinary times, with emergency posts receiving significantly
more likes (U = 53835203, p < .001), more comments (U = 58073772.5, p < .001)
and more shares (55801516.5, p < .001) than posts published by MPs during ordinary
times. The differences are also significant for all of the posts published by users and by
MPs (For likes: U = 10973979370, p < .001; For comments: U = 10977161638.5,
p < .001; and for shares: 13038566507.5, p < .001). These findings support H1.

4.2 Differences in Content of Posts Published During Emergency
and Ordinary Times

Turning to analysis of the 944 most-liked posts sample demonstrates significant and
dramatic differences in content relating to emergency situations during the emergency
period (50%) compared to ordinary times (3.4%), i.e. half of the preferred posts were
related to the emergency situation. This supports H2. However, users also preferred
posts which did not discuss the events half of the times, suggesting that politicians and
users alike saw an importance in addressing other issues during that period.

Only 9.2% of politicians’ posts published during the time of national emergency
included a personal angle of story (unrelated to politics), compared to 18.7% during
ordinary times (v2 = 7.62, p < .01). This finding supports H3.

Table 2 summarizes the significant differences found between politicians’ posts
published during ordinary and emergency periods.

4.3 Differences in Sentiment and Tone of Posts Published During
Emergency and Ordinary Periods

Posts in the most-liked sample published during the emergency period are less positive
(47.9% vs. 62.5%) and more negative (65.5% compared to 44.2%) compared to posts
published during ordinary periods. These findings support H4.

With respect to criticism and support, posts are more supportive during emergency
(28.9%) than during ordinary periods (18.4%). In ordinary periods, support is targeted
toward certain groups (25%) followed by citizens (20.7%) and non-parliamentary
public figures (18.6%). In emergency, support is first and foremost directed at citizens
(46.3%) followed by certain groups (24.4%, such as, for example, “the soldiers”, or
“residents of the south” living in areas suffering most from missile launches).

Criticism is also more prominent during emergency periods (38%) compared to
during ordinary periods (30.1%), with criticism during ordinary periods directed
mostly at other politicians by name (19.2%), followed by non-parliamentary public
figures (17.9%), and during emergency, directed at other politicians (33.3%) followed
by, quite surprisingly, citizens (16.7%). These findings support H5.
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4.4 Textual Differences Between Emergency Period Posts and Ordinary
Posts

Moving to an analysis of the prominent terms in each of the corpuses: the “ordinary”
corpus, composed of the texts of all posts published during ordinary periods, and the
“emergency” corpus, composed of texts of all posts published during the emergency
period. We used the n-gram tool described above to extract prominent terms and
compared ordinary and emergency prominent terms using the compare lists tool.

Ordinary Discourse. The list of frequent terms in the posts published during ordinary
periods is led by two main figures: The Minister of Finance Yair Lapid, a former
popular news anchor, recently entered into politics and the center of public attention
throughout the study period, and the Prime Minister, Benjamin Netanyahu. The dis-
course is also dominated by direct applications to ministers (“Mr. Secretary”) and
expressions of demands (“I want”; “It’s about time”).

Emergency Discourse. The list of terms in the emergency corpus is led by a variety of
terms supporting the Palestinians (e.g. “free Palästina” is no. 1 in the list, and “syrien” -
no. 2). These are presumably the work of pro-Palestinian hacktivists who engaged in
online attacks on officials’ Facebook pages. The first terms unrelated to these messages
are “Prime Minister”, “the state of Israel” and “the Israeli People”. Alike, “cease fire” is
also prominent.

Comparing Between the Corpuses. Some issues which are common in the discourse
that evolves on politicians’ pages in ordinary times, are set aside during emergencies.
A clear example is the word “equality”, an often used word in various terms in the
discourse: “Equal rights”, “Inequality”, “Equal opportunities”, “Gender equality”, and
the like. Altogether, the word “equal” appears in 73 phrases, all of them were extracted
from the ordinary corpus. None of the prominent phrases of posts published during the
emergency period included a reference to the notion of equality.

Table 2. Differences between content of ordinary and emergency posts
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Another topic only raised in ordinary periods is minimum wage: All 34 phrases
mentioning minimum wage (“(The) Minimum Wage”, “Raising the Minimum Wage”,
“Minimum Salary”, and similar) were extracted from the ordinary corpus, while none
came up in the emergency corpus analysis. On the contrary, the emergency discourse
revolves, first and foremost, around issues relevant to the crisis. The word “Hamas” is
included in 98 phrases, 6 of which (“Hamas”, “With Hamas” etc.) were extracted from
both corpuses, while the rest were extracted from the emergency corpus only.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

MPs’ social media arenas are significant channels through which communication
between the public and national leaders occurs. Many studies analyzed the content, and
engagement with it, occurring in such arenas during ordinary times. The current study
is the first to analyze them in emergency times; focusing on the 2014 Israel/Gaza war.

Studying content and engagement pertaining to MPs social media arenas during
emergencies is important as needs are intensified and become more acute on one hand,
and on the other hand the scope of information generation and circulation becomes
faster compared to ordinary times. Sites that function as information hub in “ordinary
times”, as MPs’ social media channels do, can thus function in emergencies as hubs of
information and discussion, and possibly even drivers of patriotism and in-group
collectivism, as the mainstream media tend to function in emergencies.

With more than 20,000 monthly posts and hundreds of thousands of comments,
MPs’ social media pages are definably a central hub for information circulation and
discussion. While MPs themselves do not post more often during emergencies, there
were certainly an increased number of posts on their pages during emergencies (i.e.
users make many more posts to MPs pages during time of emergency, nonetheless MPs
themselves do not). There is also significantly more engagement with these posts: posts
made during emergencies gain significantly more likes, comments and shares than
“ordinary times” posts.

Analysis of the content posted on MP pages during ordinary times and emergencies
demonstrates that topics that lead the social media in “ordinary times” such as the
discourse on equal rights gender equality, minimum wage and more, are neglected
during emergencies, focusing on the emergency situation itself and the national leaders
attending to it. MPs publish significantly less personal posts during emergencies, which
further demonstrates how the collectivist spirit during national emergencies triumphs
over MPs intention to present their “personal angle” online. Discourse seems to
become more emotional, expressing more support (especially towards citizens, groups
directly affected from the war and soldiers) and criticism (especially of politicians),
demonstrating a more negative and less positive sentiment.

These findings indeed portray MPs social media arenas in emergencies as hubs of
information and discussion, and as a patriotic and in-group collectivist arena. Future
studies can compare these findings with findings from online social media arenas of
public figures and entities in future emergencies in Israel and elsewhere.
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